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About Paz Horowitz

The firm is committed to excellence and ethics in the legal services it offers.

• Nominated by the Inter-American
Development Bank for the "International Star
for Leadership in Quality 2017” award in Paris.

• Recognized by the most important
international legal directories (Chambers &
Partners, The Legal 500, Latin Lawyer,
Leaders League, IFLR, among others.)
Recommended in Ecuador by The Latin
America Corporate Association (LACCA), on
Compliance and Anticorruption issues.

• Invited by the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) to participate in the
Inventor Assistance Program.

“Esta es una firma de primera categoría”
Chambers and Partners Latin America

Founded in 1991 by Jorge Paz Durini and Bruce Horowitz Rossen, Paz Horowitz has
provided legal advice to national companies, multinationals, businesses and NGOs.

“Respected, compliance-focused firm”
Latin Lawyer 250
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About International Economics

International Economics Consulting Ltd. is a management consultancy company based in Mauritius, specialised in
providing advisory services to a range of both public organisations and private companies in the areas of international
trade and investment, data analytics, market intelligence, and creating value through global production networks.

The firm is composed of a multidisciplinary team of economists, legal advisors, public affairs specialists and data
scientists, speaking 16 languages, with antennas in Belgium, the UK, India and Vietnam.

International Economics employs state
of the art quantitative analysis and
economic modelling, as well as legal,
regulatory and policy assessments.

Based on our expertise, International
Economics, has created its own tool,
Trade Insights, in partnership with
Microsoft, with multiple dashboards
providing information on trade and
investment performance.
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Agenda

1. Introduction to global and domestic Covid19-triggered issues

2. Distortions caused by Covid19 on supply chains & trade

3. Analysis of export markets

4. Government reactions matter to soften the impact

5. What should businesses do? 

6. Q&A
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1. Introduction to global and domestic 
Covid19-triggered issues

Photo credit: Vecteezy.com
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"The COVID-19 pandemic represents an
unprecedented disruption to the global
economy and world trade, as production and
consumption are scaled back across the globe."
(Source: WTO)

Roberto Azevêdo notes a sharp contraction in trade and urges that
global solutions be found to the crisis caused by COVID-19.
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Source: World Health Organisation

Source: John Hopkins University/International Economics Ltd  - As at 10th April

Global situation
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Impacts

Global Movement 
Patterns

59%
Source: Google Data

Flights

Source: Flight Tracker

60%

GDP Growth

0.5%
Source: OECD

Worst than 
2008-2009

Source: WEF

Recession

Trade

$50 billions 
in Feb 2020

Source: UNCTAD

Stock Exchange

Dow Jones -19%

Nikkei - 27%

FTSE -33%

Source: WEF

US – 6.6 Million claims
Spain – 900,000 jobs 

Source: Bloomberg, WEF

Jobs

Global situation
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• Optimistic scenario: real trade contraction of -0.9%.

• Pessimistic scenario: real trade contraction of -3.75%.

• Growth of the world economy of up to 1.5% in a pessimistic
scenario, compared to 3.2% achieved last year.

• Whenever the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak lose intensity,
the economy is expected to grow by 3.3% in 2021. Recovery of
losses in two years, even in the worst case scenario (depends on
actions of the G20)
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• The population living in poverty will
increase from 185 million to 220
million people.

• People living in extreme poverty will
increase from 66.4 million to 90
million people.

• Emerging countries have suffered a
capital outflow of more than 25.6
billion euros. (Institute of
International Finance)

Alicia Bárcena
ECLAC Executive Secretary
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• The average oil price has
plummeted (-60%). This collapse
puts the vast majority of oil
countries in difficulties, especially
Venezuela, Ecuador, Mexico,
Colombia, Brazil and Argentina.

• Decrease in other commodities:
copper (-22%), iron (-1%), soybeans
(-5%), sugar (-20%) or coffee (-18%)

• The region comes out of a stagnation situation in 2019.

• Forecasts for 2020 indicated an expansion of 1.8%.

• The Economist has lowered the forecasts to a range of between -0.4% and +
0.2% since its previous forecast of 0.9%.
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Ecuador situation

Source: John Hopkins University/International Economics Ltd  - As at 10th April

Ecuador has a 
the first number 
of cases per 
capita and  a 
high growth rate
(As at 10th April)
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Country context

• Oil price bellow projected

• High risk (3331 - JP Morgan)

• Aggregate public debt as % of GDP 
(53.49%)

• Decrease in international reserves 
($2,113.4 million USD)

• Drop in demand for traditional goods and 
paralysis of tourism

• Health crisis due to COVID-19

• Currency devaluation in Colombia and 
Peru

• 2019 ended with social outbursts.

• Last year of mandate

• Corruption

“Ecuador Buckles Under Virus, Broken Oil Lines and Old Debt”  
(Source: U.S. NEWS)
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2. Distortions caused by Covid19 on 
supply chains & international trade

Photo credit: Vecteezy.com
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Distortions to trade flows

“Coronavirus COVID-19 wipes $50 billion off global exports in February alone”–
UNCTAD, March 2020

“Trade collapses in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic, which is disrupting the 
world economy: "World trade is expected to fall by between 13% and 32% in 
2020 as the COVID-19 pandemic disrupts normal economic activity and life 
around the world," - WTO, Abril 2020

Source: WTO. Press Release 8 April 2020
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Distortions to trade policies

Governments have enacted temporary trade measures to restrict 
exports and/or liberalize imports of vital medical supplies and 
food products

Source: ITC MacMap, 6 Apr 2020
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Underestimation of the impact 
of pandemics on supply chains

▪ Pandemic is ranked as 
an influenceable 
factor to supply chains 
and transport by only 
11%. 

▪ However, the Covid-19 
has knock-on effect to 
other triggers, 
including 

(i) Export/Import 
restrictions

(ii) Sudden demand 
shocks

(iii) Border delays

(iv) Shortage of labour
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Distortions to supply chains

Source: Based on Brent Moritz.  Supply Chain Disruptions and COVID-19. March 2020 

Dimension of supply chain disruptions by Covid-19

Typical Disruptions COVID-19

Geography Mostly local or regional Widespread and global

Scope Limited with fewer industries affected (e.g, 
petrochemical industry during a hurricane)

More widespread, impacting both goods and 
services sectors

Demand vs. 
Supply

Most often impact supply, sometimes 
demand

Impact both demand and supply

Prior Planning 
& Experience

Disaster planning has been done, and prior 
experience is available

Limited disaster planning for global 
pandemic, with limited prior experience

Financial 
System

Low to moderate correlation with global 
financial system

High correlation with financial system

Term Short-term needs for emergency services 
(i.e. flood rescues)

Longer-term needs for emergency service 
(i.e. hospital beds, ventilators)

Human impact 
& Behavior

Localized human impact, with limited 
duration. 
Short-term public fear.

Widespread human impact, with unknown 
duration and impact. 
Long-term public fear.
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Distortions to supply chains

Raw 
Materials

Supplies Manufacturing Distribution Retails Consumption

Reduced & 
unpredicted demand

Workforce 
disruption

Border closure
Lock down/Quarantine

Social Distancing

Irregular profits 
& cash flows

Unemployment

Reduced disposable 
income

Increasing 
infection

Instable 
financial market

Uncertainty

Source: IEC, Apr 2020 
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“You will not find it difficult to 
prove that battles, campaigns, 
and even wars have been won 
or lost primarily because of 
logistics.” - Army General and 
US President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower

Photo credit: U.S. Army Pictorial Agency
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Effect on manufacturing 
supply chains

The world manufacturing sector is getting a triple hit.
• Direct supply disruptions as the disease is focused on the world’s 

manufacturing hubs (East Asia) and industrial giants (US, Germany, etc)

• Supply-chain contagion will amplify the direct supply shocks as 
manufacturing sectors in less-affected nations find it harder and/or more 
expensive to acquire the necessary imported industrial inputs from the 
hard-hit nations, and subsequently from each other.

• Demand disruptions due to:           
i) macroeconomic drops in 
aggregate demand (i.e. 
recessions); ii) wait-and-see 
purchase-delays by consumers; 
and iii) investment-delays by firms.

Source: R. Baldwin. Supply chain contagion waves: Thinking ahead on manufacturing ‘contagion 

and reinfection’ from the COVID concussion. April 1 2020. VoxEU.org
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Example of factors of focus in 
GVC process



Distortions to supply chains: 
What business should consider?

Source: McKinsey. Supply-chain recovery in coronavirus times—plan for now and the future. March 2020

▪ Determine critical 
components and origin 
of supply

▪ Assess interruption risks 
▪ Look to alternative 

sources if suppliers are 
in severely affected 
regions

▪ Assess impact on 
operations and available 
resource capacity

▪ Ensure employment 
safety and communication

▪ Conduct scenario 
planning & corresponding 
operation impact 
assessment

▪ Optimize production 
considering human 
impact, margin & 
opportunity cost

▪ Analyze demand signals 
to determine required 
supply

▪ Leverage market 
insights and database to 
estimate demand

▪ Develop direct 
communication 
channels with 
customers
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Distortions to supply chains: 
What business should consider?

Source: McKinsey. Supply-chain recovery in coronavirus times—plan for now and the future. March 2020

▪ Estimate inventory 
along the value chain, 
including spare 
parts/remanufacture 
stocks

▪ Use after-sales stock as 
bridge to keep 
production running

▪ Estimate available 
logistics capacity

▪ Accelerate customs 
clearance

▪ Change mode of transport 
and pre-book air/rail 
capacity

▪ Collaborate with tall 
parties to leverage freight 
capacity jointly

▪ Run supply-chain stress 
tests vs. major 
suppliers’ balance 
sheets to understand 
when supply issues will 
start to stress financial 
or liquidity issues
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Vendor-Supplier Risks

Source: PwC

Solutions

Origin of Uncertainty



Distortions to demand and 
prices

Source: OECD. OECD updates G20 summit on outlook for global 
economy. 27 March 2020Source: FAO Food Price Index, Apr 2020
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Other effects on trade
• Demand side changes

• Disruptions in 
intermediate goods

• Slower border controls

• Emergence of new SPS 
standards?

• Diversion of interest

• E-commerce and digital 
trade channels

• AI and automation

• Drive away from 
multilateralism towards 
regionalism

Source: Calculations based on data from Sixfold (www.sixfold.com).
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Outlook for international 
trade (1)

Sectors most exposed to the effects of the virus
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Outlook for international 
trade (2)

Tough time for Ecuador as the USD appreciates

Source: Data from Datastream/Giancarlo Corsetti & Emile Marin. 3 Apr 2020
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Outlook for international 
trade (3)

Financing squeeze on emerging markets, compounded by trade 
contraction will depress growth

Source: WSJ. Emerging-Market Economies Brace for Hit. 6 April 2020 31



Types of Business Risks

Source: M2G



Risk Management Matrix

Source: CBIS; ACSWA



Source: 
https://www.visualcapitalist.c
om/biggest-risks-global-
economy-2020-environment/

Forecasted Risks for 2020

Published 17 Jan 2020

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/biggest-risks-global-economy-2020-environment/


3. Analysis of exports markets

Photo credit: Vecteezy.com
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Transport Impact

Export Destinations
Percentage of 

Export %
Port Capacity Port and Terminal Operations Shipping Rates

United States of 
America

30

Vessel capacity Shortage. Shipments likely to 
be affected till mid-may

Ports are operating under mostly normal 
conditions, though productivity is noticeably 
lower in light of given factors

New Charges. 
Carriers announced General Rate Increase, 
Equipment Imbalance/Reposition Charges. 

China 13
Available but constrained to Americas and 
Middle East

Ports are fully operational, and volumes are 
almost back to normal levels in most ports

Cancellation of the Reefer Equipment Surplus charge 
by most carrier

Panama 9

Vessel capacity Shortage. Port operating normally but with lower 
efficiency due to manpower reduction

New Charges. 
Carriers announced General Rate Increase, 
Equipment Imbalance/Reposition Charges. 

Chile 7

Vessel capacity  no shortages. Container 
availability is normal - no shortages

Port operating normally but with lower 
efficiency due to manpower reduction

New Charges. 
Carriers announced General Rate Increase, 
Equipment Imbalance/Reposition Charges. 

Peru 4

Vessel capacity no shortages. Slight container 
and equipment shortages

Port operating normally but with lower 
efficiency due to manpower reduction

New Charges. 
Carriers announced General Rate Increase, 
Equipment Imbalance/Reposition Charges. 

Russian Federation 4
Vessel capacity no shortages. Acute container 
and equipment shortages

Port operating normally (100% depots 
resumed)

Peak Season Surcharges of $200-$350 per container. 
Booking Cancellation fees in the range of $100-200.

Colombia 4

Vessel capacity  no shortages. Container 
availability is normal - no shortages

Port operating normally but with lower 
efficiency due to manpower reduction

New Charges. 
Carriers announced General Rate Increase, 
Equipment Imbalance/Reposition Charges. 

Spain 3
Vessel capacity available for Africa and 
Americas but constrained fo Asia Pacific and 
Middle East.

Port operating normally (100% depots 
resumed) except in Madrid

Peak Season Surcharges of $200-$350 per container. 
Booking Cancellation fees in the range of $100-200.

Netherlands 3
Constrained fo Asia Pacific and Middle East. Port operating normally (100% depots 

resumed)
Peak Season Surcharges of $200-$350 per container. 
Booking Cancellation fees in the range of $100-200.

Italy 2

Vessel capacity available for Africa,Europe 
and Middle East but constrained fo Asia 
Pacific and Americas.

Port operating normally but with lower 
efficiency due to manpower reduction

Peak Season Surcharges of $200-$350 per container. 
Booking Cancellation fees in the range of $100-200.

Japan 2
Vessel Capacity - No Shortages Port operating normally but with lower 

efficiency due to manpower reduction
Cancellation of the Reefer Equipment Surplus charge 
by most carrier

Source: Agility, Global Integrated LogisticsMixedPositive Negative

The maritime transport industry is suffering majorly from the consequences on the Covid-19 lockdowns. The below table analyses
the top 10 export partners of Ecuador in regards to the capacity impact, operations and additional rates imposed.
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Banana (HS 080390)
Competitive Analysis

Size of Bubble size indicates volume of exports or imports

Exporters Importers

Source: : ITC, IFPRI; International Economics

Ecuador Top Competitors Markets Analysis

Demand Forecasts for untapped markets of Ecuador

Ecuador is the top exporter of fresh or dried bananas in the world.
Its main competitors are Colombia, Costa Rica, Guatemala and
Philippines. Ecuador has a high dependency on United States and
Russia markets.
There is potential to explore untapped markets in Asia (China,
Japan, Republic of Korea, Iran), Europe (United Kingdom, Belgium
and Netherlands) and also in the Middle East (UAE). Forecasts
predict that China will have high a growth of demand by 2025 as
well as the UK and Republic of Korea.
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Fuente: ITC Trade Map Import Exports, IFPRI Impact Model Forecasts

Untapped 
Markets

Top markets to further explore

Europe is majorly hit by 
Covid-19 as chart below 
show. Most of the 
potential markets are on 
the ascending phase. 
Russia and Ukraine are 
existing markets that can 
be explored further.

Banana (HS 080390)
Competitive Analysis

Top  33 % 33 – 67 % Last 33 %

Canada is an untapped 
market but mostly suited 
to explore post Covid-19. 
Argentina is a nearby 
market than can be 
explored further. 

Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda 
are untapped markets with 
forecasted increasing 
demands in the near future. 
It remains to be seen how 
Covid-19 will develop in 
these African countries. 

Vietnam is an untapped market 
with a high annual import 
growth from 2014 to 2018.

Americas

Asia

Africa

Europe



Cocoa Beans (HS 180100)
Competitive Analysis

Ecuador Top Competitors Markets

Size of Bubble size indicates volume of exports or imports

Exporters Importers

Source: ITC Trade Map Import Exports, IFPRI Impact Model Forecasts

Analysis

Demand Forecasts for untapped markets of Ecuador

Ecuador is the third biggest exporter of Cocoa beans in the world.
Its main competitors are from Africa namely Côte D`Ivoire, Ghana,
Cameroon and Nigeria. Ecuador has a high dependency on United
States, Netherlands as well as Malaysia markets.
There is potential to explore untapped markets in Asia (Japan) and
mainly Europe (Germany, Spain, Belgium and Turkey). Forecasts
predict that Spain and Turkey will have a growth of demand by 2025
while Japan and Germany will maintain high demands in the coming
5 years.
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Cocoa Beans (HS 180100)
Competitive Analysis

Fuente: ITC Trade Map Import Exports, IFPRI Impact Model Forecasts

Un-Tapped 
Markets

Tapped 
Markets

Top markets to further explore

Europe is majorly hit by Covid-
19 as chart below show. Most 
of the potential markets are 
on the ascending phase 
except Germany who seems 
to be among the limited group 
to go beyond the peak of the 
epidemic. Bulgaria and Russia 
also have low rates.

USA, already one big market for 
Ecuador is the worst hit country in the 
world by the pandemic. Port operations 
are reduced and charges are being 
applied . Brazil is one un-tapped nearby 
market with growing demand that can 
be explored.

After China, South Korea 
and Malaysia are among the 
countries managing to 
flatten the pandemic. South 
Korea is already back on 
normal port operations 
while Malaysia have some 
ports working at 100%. 

Top  33 % 33 – 67 % Last 33 %

Americas

Asia

Europe



Plantains (HS 080310)
Competitive Analysis

Fuente: ITC Trade Map Import Exports, IFPRI Impact Model Forecasts

Analysis

Ecuador Top Competitors Markets

El tamaño de la burbuja indica el volumen de exportaciones o importaciones

Exportadores Importadores

The top 3 competitors of Ecuador in terms of size of exports for
Plantains are Dominican Republic, Guatemala and Colombia.
The United States, United Kingdom and Netherlands markets
remain common (circled in orange) for all of the top competitors
including Ecuador. Dominican Republic has a greatest number
markets while Guatemala who is 3rd behind Ecuador has fewer in
common.

There are some markets that are already exploited by the
competitors (especially Dominican Republic and Colombia) yet to
be exploited by Ecuador. Examples are Portugal and Sweden
from Europe and Curacao. El Salvador and Honduras are
interesting growing markets that are only being exploited by
Guatemala.

Common Markets



Fuente: ITC Trade Map Import Exports, IFPRI Impact Model Forecasts

Un-Tapped 
Markets

Top markets to further explore

Plantains (HS 080310)
Competitive Analysis

Top  33 % 33 – 67 % Last 33 %

Honduras and El Salvador are 
potential neighbouring markets 
that are mostly exploited by 
Guatemala. Given the top existing 
markets are suffering from the 
pandemic, it might be good to 
explore new markets

Qatar and Senegal are untapped 
markets with good export growth 
between 2014 and 2018. Qatar is 
suffering from the steep increase 
of cases while Senegal has very 
little cases for the moment.  

Europe is majorly hit by 
Covid-19 as chart below 
show. Most of the 
potential markets are on 
the ascending phase 
except Germany who 
seems to be the first to go 
beyond the peak of the 
epidemic

Americas

Asia, Africa & Middle East

Europe



4. Government reactions matter to 
soften the impact

Photo credit: Vecteezy.com
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Measures taken by Ecuador’s 
Government
Government Measures

Trade Measures

Source: WTO, UNCTAD & IMF, 7 Apr 2020
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• International Trade Policies

• Promote regional and multilateral trade agreements / Support 
trade liberalization

• Promote regional integration

• Trade facilitation

• Strengthen export promotion agencies
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• Support to MSMEs

• Food security policies

• Fight against corruption in public procurement procedures

• Trade defense mechanisms

• Promote the use of digital documents

• Promotion of training in International Trade Law and Policy

• Investment facilities
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Lessons

Source: FAO. Coronavirus Food Supply Chain Under Strain What to do? 24 March 2020.
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5. What should businesses do?

Photo credit: Vecteezy.com
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• Market intelligence

• Building resilience

• Cooperation agreements

• Observe changes in consumer 
behaviour

• Digitalization and E-commerce

There is the possibility of a quick recovery - the so-called "V" recovery
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▪ Leverage market insights and external data bases to support 
decision making

▪ Conduct business-specific scenario planning and 
corresponding action plan

▪ Maintain close communication with business partners to 
update on changes and develop contingency plans

Market Intelligence

50Source: International Economics



▪ Identify alternative sources of input supplies

▪ Estimate available inventory and demand to optimize 
production and distribution capacity

▪ Identify and secure logistics capacity

Building Resilience
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Source: International Economics



Cooperation among competitors (actual or potential)

▪ Research and Development Agreements

▪ Joint Purchasing 

▪ Commercialisation Agreements

Cooperation agreements
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Cooperation agreements

53

Agreement Benefits

Research and Development Agreements - New products or processes
- Less cost and time

Joint Purchasing -Efficiency gains, lower prices, reduced 
transaction, transportation and storage cost, 
and innovation on the part of suppliers
-Economies of scale
-Beneficial for consumers in certain 
circumstances

Commercialisation Agreements -Selling, distribution and promotion of their
products
-Allow to enter a market 
-Significant efficiencies
-Beneficial for consumers in certain 
circumstances



Consumer Behaviour
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Source: NIELSEN. Key consumer behavior thresholds identified 
as the coronavirus outbreak evolves 10 April 2020.



Consumer Behavior
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Source: NIELSEN. Key consumer behavior thresholds identified as the coronavirus outbreak evolves 10 April 2020.



▪ Digitized supply chain and operation to strengthen capabilities 
in anticipating risk, achieving greater visibility and 
coordination across the chain

▪ Use of digital documents

▪ Exploring new channels: online & direct-to-customers

▪ For retails sector: delivery matter!

Digitalization 
& E-Commerce
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@pazhorowitzwww.pazhorowitz.com Paz Horowitz Abogados

GRACIAS

info@pazhorowitz.com

eesparza@pazhorowitz.com

pbaker@tradeeconomics.com

@trade-economicswww.tradeeconomics.com TradeEconomics info@tradeeconomics.com
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